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Jurists have paided so many years on the problem of "What is law?" 
instead of facts. It seems that Evidence referee principle has explained 
everything with some wordless magic. Under the background of 
evidence-centrism, presenting evidence, querying evidence, affirming evidence 
are just interpreted as presenting evidence, querying evidence, affirming 
evidence, which means that we have ignored what they mean to facts. I intend 
to work on the problem of evidence and facts with the guide of “opinion” and 
the third kind of inference, and analyze the process of fact-finding from raising 
opinious, logic of proving to the standard of proving which can end the 
procedure. Meanwhile , try to discuss about designing institution preliminarily. 
This paper is divided into four parts in addition to the introduction and tag. 
It amounts to more than 40000 words. 
The first part is the question and springboard of this paper. Jurists have 
paided so many years on law instead of facts. The job of vindication of America 
and the misjudged cases of China are warning us the importance of facts. It shows 
that we should try to understand the process of fact-finding by the key word 
opinion basing on our model of fact-finding and the legislation. 
The second part starts from the origin of fact-finding, which means take the 
opinion of prosecution and defense as the pointcut. It shows that either the 
parties’ opinions lead to argument of each other or backup of the power, it means 
opinions can effect something in advance over evidence. This point  is agree to 
the right of proving and socialization of  jurisdiction, and reflects the 
communication thing hiding in procedure. 
The third part pays attention to the process of proving. Firstly, the paper has 
talked about finding facts in accordance with evidence basing on traditional logic 














between evidence and facts with a specific case and the third inference. Then the 
wordless fairytale is destroyed by opinion. Then emphasize that we should pay 
attention to consensus instead of truth. In addition, it comes back to the 
institution and try to explain how to make process-controling. 
The fourth part is the end of fact-finding. Reveal the thought and elements of 
standard of proof by analyzing objective truth and legal truth and excluding all 
the reasonable doubts basing on opinion. Then also comes back to the institution 
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Douglas Walton 所著的 “Legal Argumentation and Evidence” 一书（首
次）运用似真推理理念系统论述了诉讼中的证据与证明问题，英国学者





教授，其在中国政法大学的系列讲座：Evidence and Inference, Probability and 
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